
A FUN WAY TO EXERCISE 
BODY AND BRAIN





We want promote the outdoors and provide 
people with the opportunity to be out on the hills 
and exercise their brain and body in a fun way.





Rogaining is a sport where competitors use maps to complete navigational challenges in unfamiliar areas. It 
involves both physical and mental challenges and rewards competitors with a unique adventure on an ever 
changing playing field. 

It involves teams of two to five members visiting as many checkpoints as possible in the time allowed. Shorter 
duration rogaines often allow solo competitors. Checkpoints are scored differently depending on level of difficulty in 
reaching them;  therefore teams choose a strategy 
(for example, to visit many low score checkpoints) 
and therefore route selection becomes a vital 
component.

Teams travel entirely on foot, navigating by map 
and compass between checkpoints in terrain that 
varies from open farmland to hilly forest. Team 
members stay within earshot of each other.

The best thing about rogaining is the social aspect. 
Everyone starts at the same time, and generally 
finishes at the same time, it is just the amount 
of ground that has been covered by teams that 
differs. 

ABOUT ROGAINING





Anybody that has a moderate level of fitness can participate. A high level of navigation ability is not 
required. Teams travel at their own pace and anyone from children to seniors can experience the 
personal satisfaction that comes from cross-country navigation at their own level of competition and 
comfort.



It involves both physical and 
mental challenges and rewards 

competitors with a unique 
adventure on an ever changing 

playing field. 





We offer fun for everyone!
Kids learn to read maps and 

navigate. A great skill for their 
future adventures. 



Specially planned for famlies with young kids. Aiming to encourage the little kids (under 7yrs) to get 
outside and try rogaining, we are launching the Wicked Kids Fun event. It will be an 1 hour event with 
easier controls around the start/finish area. Kids must be accompanied by an adult. These events are 
part of our Wicked Rogaines Series.

Some of the benefits of Rogaining for Children
- Provides a safe, fun environment in which to have an adventure
- Provides physical and intellectual development
- Helps develop spatial awareness
- It allows children the freedom to roam in a controlled environment
- It’s ok for kids to get muddy and dirty
- Teaches children about the countryside
- Children learn to read maps and navigate
- Fun time with family and friends

It’s educational and fun!

WICKED KIDS FUN ROGAINE



Each week we visit a different 
part of the Port Hills. 
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“Thank you so much for a great day! 
Navigation doesn’t seem like such a scary 
monster now! “ 





“HOTteams adventure race is a 
great way to learn something 
about your team under pressure, 
identify individuals strengths 
and have fun.“ 



- Our training programs are an exciting new concept offering fresh 
ideas for conferences. We’ve modeled it on the dynamics of successful 
adventure racing teams and adapted it to train teams in the corporate 
world.
- We can provide a fully themed conference including master of 
ceremonies, key note speaking, and our adventure based learning 
products. Or we can just provide our adventure based learning products 
as a supporting feature of your conference.
- We discuss what makes a champion team and how this can be applied 
to your business. We provide any training necessary for our adventures.
- Business coaching experts are always a part of our program and are 
there to facilitate, inspire and coach participants to be the best they can 
be and achieve success.
- In designing the training we will work with the management team to 
tailor the program to their specific requirements and needs and insure 
that concepts and learnings are transferred to their workplace.
- The highlight of the off-site adventures is normally a race between 
teams. The race can either be in the form of an outdoor adventure race 
or indoors playing our STAR Leaders Simulated Team Adventure Race 
Game.
- Everything we do can be customised from 2-3hr, half day, full day or 5 
day.

CORPORATE EVENTS

SOME PAST CLIENTS

- CORPORATE ROGAINES
- CORPORATE ADVENTURE RACES
- SCHOOL ROGAINES
- TEAM CHALLENGES
- MTB ROGAINES
- CONFERENCES
- ADVENTURE RACING CAMPS









www.wickedrogaines.nz
wickedrogaines@gmail.com

facebook.com/WickedRogaines
facebook.com/justforgirlsadventure


